EXCELS IN HOCKEY
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Hockey Parks
• (Modular) Pitches
• Panel Systems
• Sports Domes
• LED Floodlights
Official partners of the
European Hockey Federation

Recreational Systems International

• Camera & Video Systems
• Training Gear

“WHY FIT IN, IF YOU
CAN STAND OUT”

ABOUT US
Recreational Systems International (RSI) unites several business units that
each offer unique solutions to deliver quality infrastructure for sport. Our
products and concepts answer the need for affordable, flexible, high-quality
and low-maintenance sports venues and facilities. They are suitable for use in
both professional venues and
community grounds.

RSI is the official partner of the European Hockey Federation. ‘As the goals that
RSI have are very much aligned with the ones the EHF pursues, their reliable,
sustainable and innovative solutions will certainly make a difference,’ says Jokko
de Wit, who manages the partnerships for the European Hockey Federation.
The agreement will see that the EHF will make RSI products part and parcel of
its development of the game.

It is the collective expertise available within our group and drive to be Reliable,
Innovative and Sustainable that can be credited for the many ground-breaking
solutions we have introduced since the late 90s. To us, innovation and product
development are the keys to laying the foundation of quality sports facilities.
As we are a one-stop shop, we are well-positioned to assist venue owners, clubs
and municipalities from around the globe. RSI products and procedures are fully
compliant with all international standards. They are also being recognized by all
relevant international sports authorities.

Recreational Systems International

Official partners of the
European Hockey Federation

WHY WE ARE PASSIONATE
ABOUT HOCKEY

RSI firmly believes in the Millennium Development Goals that the United
Nations drafted at the beginning of this millennium. We have used our own
experience as players or club officials at the highest levels to further develop
and improve systems. We have also used our dreams and aspirations to
develop and introduce new innovations.
Our sustainable and modular solutions make it possible to establish quality
sports facilities anywhere, anyhow and anytime. All our products are made
of materials of the highest grade. This enables them to withstand the excessive use sports facilities usually experience. They also meet the high-quality
standards that have been set for professional games or venues. The solutions
offered by RSI ensure any type of facility can meet the expectations of players,
owners, fans and the community collectively, regardless of their age, gender or
sports ambitions.
The designs of many of our solutions make it possible to use low-skilled labor
when establishing or improving a facility. It is a benefit that can help improve
the community. By using players, parents and locals when assembling the
product or facility, the construction cost will be reduced, while the sense of
ownership and social cohesion will greatly be improved. It is a benefit best
described as ‘priceless’!

European Hockey Group

“WE EXCEL IN HOCKEY
INFRASTRUCTURE”
Artificial turf on RSI Base Panel System

European Hockey Group

“CONCEPTS ARE THE KEYSTONE IN THE
ARCHITECTURE OF OUR THINKING”
Paul Hughes

ALL IN ONE CONCEPTS
RSI offers smart and affordable solutions that enable venue owners to
increase their profitability, reduce their maintenance cost, provide a better
player-, fan- and sponsor experience and allow sports participation for a much
wider public.

DEVELOPING HOCKEY DIFFERENTLY
RSI is driven by a desire to provide Reliable, Sustainable and Innovative hockey
solutions. Our unique technology and solutions help to improve players and
add a fun element to training sessions. Clubs, associations and corporations can
select the field that best meets their needs.

Our experience as an organization will help us in delivering an experience
currently being experimented with by associations who host national games in
stadiums that originally have been built for a different purpose. By taking
advantage of the ability these venues have to host large crowds and benefit from
our modular surfaces, any club or nation will be able to excel at the highest level.

We use ground-breaking technologies and solutions that have been proven to
make a difference. The modular systems we offer allow for the quick installation
and removal of fields in any environment. Ambitious associations or clubs in
need of a field in a temporary stadium environment can rest assured that they
will receive a surface that allows them to earn any trophy while being supported
by their fans.

European Hockey Group

“EXCELLENCE
HOCKEY
5’S IS THE UNLIMITED ABILITY TO IMPROVE
THE QUALITY OF WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER”
Rick Pinto

HOCKEY PITCHES
All RSI surfaces are produced from quality yarns. Clubs can choose from hockey
surfaces made of fibrillated yarns or surfaces that are woven with the
knit-de-knit technique. The yarns comply with the strict criteria for UV stability
and high-intensity usage.
RSI can supply artificial turf hockey surfaces in all main color combinations
commonly used to enhance the contrast of the ball on a hockey. Our
installation teams have the skill and techniques to produce any subbase
commonly used for hockey surfaces.
This includes, but is not limited to, subbases made of lava and rubber, shock
pads, e-layers and ET-decks. Thanks to our unique Base Panel system, RSI can
also deliver rooftop installations or installations in places with a solid or rocky
surface that cannot be cultivated.

European Turf Group

“GET THE FUNDAMENTALS RIGHT AND THE LEVEL
OF EVERYTHING YOU DO WILL RISE”
Michael Jordan

MODULAR STADIUM PITCH RSI “STOOP” VERSION
The RSI Base Panels make it possible to install a sports field without the need
to disrupt the surface. A flat and stable surface is all it takes for the panels to
deliver the stipulated shock absorption and energy restitution qualities the
brand is known for.
Once installed, the Base Panels can be completed with an artificial turf
surface. Thanks to our close cooperation with an FIH Certified Manufacturer,
all RSI artificial turf hockey surfaces have been designed with the requirements
of the hockey fraternity in mind. As RSI strives to deliver sustainable sports
facilities, both our Sports Panels and our Base Panels are largely made of
recycled plastics.

European Panel Systems

“GET THE FUNDAMENTALS RIGHT AND THE LEVEL
OF EVERYTHING YOU DO WILL RISE”
Michael Jordan

RSI SPORTS PANELS
An RSI Sports Panel surface is made up of plastic tiles that can be used for
various sports. RSI Sports Panels have been used to deliver a safe and quality
sports fields (indoor) hockey, football, tennis, basketball, handball, netball and
gymnastics facilities.
The tiles have a special finish to improve the shoe grip. Thanks to the design of
the tiles they also deliver the required shock absorption and energy restitution
characteristics, thereby improving safety and comfort when playing on this ]
surface. The tiles have been fully tested for microbiological resistance, resistance
to weathering, oxidation and acids and bases (according EN 14030).
Step by step approach
As RSI Sports Panels have been finished with a special coating, the same panel
can be used for indoor and outdoor facilities. Clubs with limited financial
means could start off with an all-weather RSI Sports Panel training field. They
only have to decide on the investment

European Panel Systems

“PERFECTION
TAKES PRACTICE”

HOCKEY PARKS
Hockey is becoming increasing technical and fast. These days, ambitious players
are required to master all different kind of techniques. Developing such skill
sets requires practice, time and plenty of specialized training. We are facilitating
clubs, colleges or universities with the development of high performance and
sustainable field concepts.

Nurnberg

A modular panel system allows for the quick installation of a park.
The Base-Panel panels provide a level, stable, well-draining, shock-absorbing
subbase. The same sustainable and innovative solution is used when installing a
full-size hockey field.
Berkel Enschot

European Hockey Group

“THE SOLUTION OFTEN TURNS OUT
MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN THE PUZZLE.”
RIchard Dawkins

MOBILE CONCEPT
RSI mobile fields are a perfect way to temporarily install a mini hockey field for
promotional purposes. RSI mobile fields have been well-received by hockey
associations, municipalities and corporate sponsors keen to introduce hockey
to a wider audience.
RSI mobile pitches for hockey can either have an artificial turf surface on top of
an RSI shock-absorbing Base Panel layer or RSI Sports Panels. These panels have
shock-absorbing and energy restitution characteristics. Both the RSI Base Panels
and the RSI Sports Panels allow for lateral drainage. The drainage capacity and
design of these systems make it possible to immediately use the surface once
officials have deemed the weather safe enough to continue playing.
Mobile pitches can be delivered in any color combination, thereby emphasizing
the club’s, association’s or corporation’s identity.
All RSI mobile pitches are designed to, and use components that, contribute to a
quick installation and removal of the field. The fields can be installed in a matter
of hours and the process doesn’t require any special skills or equipment.

European Hockey Group

“THINK FAST
HOCKEY
5’S
ACT FAST”

HOCKEY 5’s
Our hockey 5’s pitches can handle the excessive pressure that is exercised on
a small field. These hockey 5’s pitches are built from quality material that all
contribute to the sustainable concept. This includes the subbase, turf, goals,
boarding and netting that protect fans who are standing around the field.
The hockey 5s pitches from RSI have an artificial turf surface that can handle
the wear and tear often associated with small-sided games. The carpet used has
a high yarn density and is made of yarn that has been specifically designed to
handle intense usage.
The carpet is installed on our Base Panel subbase. These panels provide excellent
shock absorption and impact attenuation. Their performance remains at the
same high level over the entire lifespan of a field.

European Hockey Group

“DON’T WISH
HOCKEY
5’S FOR A GOOD
BODY, WORK FOR IT”

ATHLETIC SKILLS MODEL
RSI Athletic Skills Tracks translate training principles defined by the Dutch
‘Athletic Skills Model’ to a multi-purpose field. Our Athletic Skills Tracks offer
various exercises that help every athlete to improve their adaptability, balance,
coupling power, kinetic differentiation capacity, spatial orientation,
responsiveness and rhythmic power.
These exercises are integrated into the surface. RSI Athletic Skills Tracks can be
provided in any color combination. The design ensures that it will be
immediately clear which element is used for which exercise.
An explanation for each exercise is printed onto the boarding that
surrounds the field.
Clubs that have invested in an RSI Athletic Skills Track will have more highly
developed players who will show better skills and flexibility as well as an
improved adaptation to game or play developments.

European Hockey Group

“YOU MISS
HOCKEY
5’S100% OF THE
SHOTS YOU DON’T TAKE”
Wayne Getzky

SHORT CORNER PARKS
A ‘short corner hockey park’ makes it possible to train for this special manoeuvre in an optimum manner. The entirely closed environment enables players
to improve their technique on a surface that RSI specifically developed for this
purpose. Special video equipment captures both ball speed and motion.
The artificial turf carpet RSI uses for our short corner hockey parks has been
specifically designed to improve the skill of taking such corners. Special attention
has been given to the placement of the fibers.
When using hi-tech video capturing technology, players and coaching staff can
see and improve players immediately.

European Hockey Group

“NOTHING IS MORE PERMANENT THAN
A TEMPORARY SOLUTION”

Comfortable space
An RSI Sports Dome can be fitted with smart LED floodlight technology
and heating equipment that can be linked to a Building Management
System. This ensures that these technologies are only active at times
when they are really needed, thereby reducing their reliance on energy.
Thanks to the double membrane, an RSI Sports Dome will be free of any
condensation.

SPORTS DOMES
RSI can provide turnkey solutions for both summer and winter competitions.
The RSI portfolio contains various flooring solutions and dome structures to
deliver a temporary facility. The temporary nature of the facility means that it
doesn’t require the permits often associated with brick and mortar
facilities.
As the installation of these components doesn’t require special skills or
equipment, using members for the installation would even allow clubs on a
shoe-string budget to invest in these technologies. All components and
systems supplied by RSI comply with the highest standards and have even
been tested and approved for use in areas that deal with vandalism.
RSI Sports Domes use a double membrane to deliver the highest isolation
values possible. By filling up the thermally-sealed space with still air, RSI has
managed to achieve isolation values of 3W/m2K to even 0,9W/m2K. These
figures have been confirmed by independent testing authorities.
The RSI Sports Domes are tied down by means of a unique anchoring system.
This system hardly disrupts the surface and will do away with the need for
bringing in external specialists to repair and prepare the field at the start of
the outdoor season.

European Sports Dome

“PLAY ALL
YEAR ROUND”

STATIC AIR
The RSI double membrane structure is the only reason for micro climate and
structural integrity of the airdome (no metal framework or cable net to
support the object). The double membrane system consists of outer and
inner membrane layer, with air in between as presented in the picture below.
1. Outer membrane
2. Inner membrane
3. Seam
4. Static air

BENEFITS
• Sustainable
• Energy-efficient
• Durable
• Long lifespan
• Fire-retardant
• Easy for relocation and use on different location
• High tensile and tear strength
• Environmentally friendly, recyclable

The air between the layers is static. To control the pocket shape, a small
ventilator is installed. It uses a special pressure switch and only works when
the pressure drop is detected – therefore, most of the time the ventilator
is in OFF mode. The air is always inflated from the inside of the air dome.
Furthermore, due to the membrane airtightness, the inflated air is contained
in a closed space without any driver for air particles movement. The
contained air acts in this case as an excellent insulating agent, contributing to
overall energy efficiency of the whole structure.
Double membrane fan:
• Pressure-controlled inflation
• Robust metal casing
• Low pressure centrifugal fan
• Differential pressure switch
• Low power

European Sports Dome

“LIGHT UP THE
DARKNESS”
Bob Marley

LED FLOODLIGHTS
The LED floodlight solutions that RSI offer, truly reflect our desire to supply
innovative and sustainable solutions.

Thanks to the control unit, it is also possible to only illuminate that part of the
field that is actively used for that time of the day.

LED luminaires consume significantly less energy compared to conventional
luminaires. They also strike instantly and, as such, only have to be activated
for the time when artificial light is really needed. As RSI sees to it that each
luminaire is over-engineered, the regular on and off switching won’t affect the
illumination quality. By the time the luminaire reaches the end of its projected
economic lifespan, each luminaire will still produce the stipulated intensity.

RSI only installs LED floodlight technology from established partners and
companies including AAA-LUX, Signify and Lumosa.

RSI LED floodlight technology doesn’t require additional cabling or
infrastructural improvements and so they are easy to retrofit.

LED perimeter boarding
RSI LED perimeter boarding offer clubs a perfect platform to generate extra
income. These high-tech panels will show messages, pictures or animations
crystal clear. These LED panels have been designed in such way that they won’t
be damaged when they are hit by a ball, player or stick. Thanks to a clever
design, these panels also won’t pose any danger to the players.

Smart controls mean smart use
All RSI LED floodlight solutions can be connected to a smart control system.
This technology allows the club to achieve further savings.
Smart control units make it possible to dim the floodlight intensity without
affecting visibility, thereby enabling the same luminaire to produce the
illuminating intensity preferred for training activities as well as the game
intensity stipulated by the federations.

LED Systems

“EVERYTHING I DO IS GEARED TOWARDS
IMPROVING MY NEXT PERFORMANCE”
Carolina Kluft

AUTOMATIC CAMERA SYSTEMS
Our focus to improve the game by means of better surfaces and equipment
has made RSI a respected partner in several other industries. RSI can rely
on an advisory board that has many current and former top players and
coaching staff. While there is no doubt about the importance of a surface, we
all agree that improving the game or players can only be achieved by means
of pin-point accuracy.

The technology can be used as a fixed installation for the main field and can
also be used as a roaming camera that regularly changes its position to tape
training and match footage from different angles. A special casing protects
the camera from the elements, thereby guaranteeing a perfect picture
in any environment or weather condition.

Feedback from RSI has helped our supplier of smart camera technology to
further improve their equipment while keeping the investment implications
limited. RSI smart camera systems have a high frame rate, perfect picture
rendering and picture quality, as well as a fast processor that captures footage
quickly.

FULL HD

CLOSE-UP

4K

TRACKING

FULL HD

CLOSE-UP

FULL HD

AUTOMATIC ZOOM
INTERNAL ANALYSIS

European Hockey Group

“TO ME ERROR ANALYSIS, IS THE SWEET
SPOT FOR IMPROVEMENT”
Donald Norman

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Translating captured videos into meaningful advices and exercises that will
help to further improve players can be a time-consuming process that requires
experience. RSI offers a service whereby captured videos are loaded onto a
system and tagged quickly. Within 24 hours of the final whistle, coaches and
players will have access to all coded clips.
All clips are analyzed and coded by highly experienced hockey analysts.
The clips can easily be forwarded and shared within the team. Where
necessary, players and technical staff can add individual notes that will help
them to further hone their skills.
Clips are also easy to store and to retrieve, which helps to build up a training
program that serves the interests of the players and team in the long run.
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“THE BEST INVESTMENT IS IN THE
TOOLS OF ONE’S OWN TRADE”
Benjamin Franklin

BOX

REBOUND

HOCKEY TRAINING GEAR
As it can be the slightest detail that can make a difference, RSI also closely
works together with a supplier of hockey balls, cones, bibs, protective gear and
other equipment to further improve the hockey experience.
RSI’s involvement in equipment and gear is easy to understand as there is close
interaction between the surface and the ball or, for example, rebounce boxes.
Our brand FIKAGEAR is a trusted partner for dozens of hockey clubs in the
Netherlands and abroad. The material has been designed and developed
through a team of experienced hockey players and club officials.
As we believed things could be done better and more affordably, we decided to
completely overhaul the design and supply of hockey gear.
All items in the FIKAGEAR portfolio have passed all tests for quality and
durability. FIKAGEAR offers every club a top-quality training and game
experience, and no matter the available budget.

Hockey 5’s resilient boarding

FikaGear

EXCELS IN HOCKEY
INFRASTRUCTURE

bart.vandenacker@recreationalsystemsint.com | www.recreationalsystemsint.com

